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CHAPTER 12 

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS - MEDIUM, HEAVY TRAILER CAPABILITY (MHT)  

12.1 This chapter details the procedure for the decontamination of the Medium Heavy Trailer (MHT) 
Capability to meet the import inspection requirements of the Department of Agriculture, Water and 
the Environment (DA).  

12.2 All cleaning of MHT must be completed prior to the DA performing the inspection to minimise 
delay.   DA will co-ordinate the inspection in consultation with the relevant military unit.  The 
inspection will be conducted after the cleaning program has been completed, immediately prior to 
the embarkation of equipment onto air or sea transporter when off-shore inspection is available or 
available at an approved facility operating under an approved arrangement (AA) on return to 
Australia.  

12.3 This chapter deals with the following trailer variants: 

a. NIIN 66-162-2060 - Trailer Palletised Loading Heavy Integrated Load Handling (ILH);  

b. NIIN 66-162-2058 - Trailer Medium-weight Cargo (MWC); 

c. NIIN 66-162-2092 – Trailer Recovery, Heavy Equipment (HE); 

d. NIIN 66-162-2062 – Semi-Trailer, Heavy, Cargo (HC); 

e. NIIN 66-162-2061 – Semi-Trailer, Heavy Equip Tank Transporter (HET); 

f. NIIN 66-162-2059 - Semi-Trailer, Medium, Equipment (MET) and NIIN 66-162-2065 - Dolly, 
Medium Low Loader MET (MDLL) (as one Annex); 

g. NIIN 66-162-2074 - Dolly, Heavy Road Train Converter (HDC); 

h. NIIN 66-162-2063 - Semi-Trailer Tank, Heavy Bulk Fuel (HBF); and 

i. NIIN 66-162-2064 - Semi-Trailer Tank, Heavy Bulk Water (HBW). 

12.4 Where there is a specific requirement to highlight particular problem areas, cleaning guides are 
provided as tables and figures within this chapter.  Cleaning guides for additional MHT model 
variants are provided in the Annexes.   

12.5 Each MHT variant has a different section of this document that pertains to the cleaning instructions 
specific for that trailer.  

12.6 Trailer’s do appear to be quite innocuous but are very complex pieces of machinery. While all 
contamination and BRM1 must be removed, the main areas of concern are: 

a. tray; 

b. trailer frame, including underside of tray, 

c. drawbar, 

                                                           
1 Biosecurity risk material (BRM) can be defined as, but not limited to the following: soil, mud, straw, sand, feathers, animal faecal 

material, feathers or animal hair, insects, snails, leaves, twigs, seeds or extraneous plant material.  
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d. suspension; 

e. wiring harness (there is a requirement to unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical 
cables individually to ensure BRM is removed (re-tie after inspection)); 

f. hydraulic lines; 

g. tarpaulins; and 

h. tyres (new, old and spares). 

Preparation 

12.7 To prepare trailers for cleaning: 

a. Unload the trailer. 

b. Cut zip-ties on electrical cables, air and hydraulic lines, separate each cable/line and clean. 
Re-tie after inspection. 

c. Remove the fire extinguisher (if fitted). 

d. Remove the toolbox contents and rubber floor mats from the toolbox. 

e. Remove the warning beacon. 

f. Remove the toolbox drain plugs. 

g. Remove the rear signage. 

h. Lower and remove the spare wheel(s). 

i. Check the security of the covers on the power sockets, diagnostic port, warning beacon and 
VMIP socket. 

j. Lower ramps. 

k. If the trailer is disconnected from the vehicle, ensure all services are correctly stowed on 
dummy connections on the drawbar. 

l. Have hand, eye, protective clothing and footwear available for use. 

General Cleaning Points for Trailers 

12.8 The cleaning instructions for below a Trailer’s tray, include the points detailed in Table 12-1.  

Table 12-1 – General Cleaning Points for Trailers 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 

1 Areas to avoid with high pressure are: 

a. the TEBS modulator; 
b. brake valves; 
c. hydraulic valves; 
d. winch, winch rope and rope guide; 
e. hydraulic cylinders and hydraulic end fittings; 
f. canvas (Cargo Kit Tarpaulins, spare wheel and winch covers); 
g. toolboxes and toolbox latches; 
h. hydraulic reservoir drain and fill plugs and filter; 
i. spare wheel winch internals; 
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Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 
j. wheel seals on axles; 
k. bearings and bushes; 
l. decals, plates and rubber pads; 
m. winch control cabinet, winch remote control and cable 
n. electrical connectors, electrical sockets and the diagnostic port; and  
o. air-line couplings (glad hands). 

2 Clean all the supporting members for the load supporting surface area.   

3 Floorplates (if fitted) are to be lifted to allow inspection and to facilitate cleaning.  

4 Ensure twist lock recesses and cargo restraints are cleaned and free of BRM.   

5 Cargo gate pockets must be cleaned and free from BRM   

6 
The underside hollow cross members are to be subject to high-pressure water 
using a flexible nozzle to remove all BRM.  

 

7 Clean both sides of the mudflaps with a high-pressure water cleaner.  

   

Post Inspection Action 

12.9 Once the trailer has been released post inspection the following procedure is recommended to be 
undertaken;  

a. Run a diagnostic check and highlight any faults to determine if any faults have been induced 
during the cleaning process.  

b. Report any faults to maintenance representatives.  

c. Due to the cleaning activity refurbishment will need to be completed. This is to be carried out 
by either JLC nominated representatives or by the relevant owning unit.  

d. Post refurbishment a full technical inspection is recommended.  

e. Non-Technical inspection should be conducted upon receipt of the vehicle to the units Supply 
Customer Account (SCA).  

12.10 The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows for each trailer variant.  

Annexes: 

A. Trailer Palletised Loading Heavy Integrated Load Handling (ILH) 
B. Trailer Medium-weight Cargo (MWC) 
C. Trailer Recovery, Heavy Equipment (HE) 
D. Semi-Trailer, Heavy, Cargo (HC) 
E. Semi-Trailer, Heavy Equip Tank Transporter (HET) 
F. Semi-Trailer, Medium, Equipment (MET) and Dolly, Medium Low Loader MET (MDLL) 
G. Dolly, Heavy Road Train Converter (HDC) 
H. Semi-Trailer Tank, Heavy Bulk Fuel (HBF) 
I. Semi-Trailer Tank, Heavy Bulk Water (HBW) 
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ANNEX A TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2060 TRAILER, PALLETISED LOADING, HEAVY, 

INTEGRATED LOAD HANDLING (ILH) 

 

1. This annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 
requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this annex.  

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

 

Figure 12A-1: ILH Trailer 

Frame, Dolly and Drawbar 

3. Clean the frame, dolly and drawbar as follows: 

a. Unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

b. Clean with high pressure water and detergent, remove oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter. 
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c. Clean the underside of the frame.  

Figure 12A-2: Trailer Frame (Top View) 

d. Clean the dolly and drawbar, including the underside and frame voids. 

 

Figure 12A-3: Trailer Dolly and Drawbar 

e. Clean the top of the dolly. 

f. Clean around the ballrace, avoiding the seal and interface between the top and bottom halves. 
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Figure 12A-4: Ballrace 

g. Clean under the mudguards. 

Figure 12A-5: ILH Front Mudguard  Figure 12A-6: ILH Rear Mudguard 

h. Clean the external surface of the. 

Figure 12A-7: ILH External surface of the (Top View)  Figure 12A-8: ILH Dolly Air Reservoir  

i. Clean the inner of the rear panel, avoiding damage to the wiring harness and other components. 

j. Clean the external surfaces of the spare wheel carrier limiting the water from contacting the 
grease of the carrier. 

Toolbox and Storage Bin 

4. Clean the toolbox and Storage Bin as follows: 

a. Clean the Storage Bin and webbing straps. 

b. Remove the toolbox drain plugs using the multipurpose spanner. 

c. Clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox. 

d. Clean the rubber seal around the toolbox door. 

e. Refit the rubber mats. 

f. With a clean cloth wipe clean the toolbox contents. 

g. Wipe the toolbox latch. 
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h. Ensure that the toolbox contents are dry before stowing in the toolbox (replace the drain plugs 
using the multipurpose spanner). 

Figure 12A-9: ILH Toolbox    Figure 12A-10: Storage Bin 

Axles and Suspension 

5. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. Clean excess grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension. 

b. Clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled). 

c. Clean excess grease from the slack adjusters and brake cam shaft. 

d. Ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter. 

e. Clean around the air springs (suspension should be inflated). 

Figure 12A-11: Axle and Suspension - Single 

Wheels and Tyres 

6. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

a. Wash and scrub wheels and tyres (remove all BRM from the treads). 

b. Clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre. 

7. Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension.  

Note: When cleaning the wheel studs and wheel nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut 
indicators. 

a. Clean the top of the spare wheel and the inside of the rim. 
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b. Clean the area between the dual wheels. 

c. The inner wheel and brake drum should be scrubbed and well flushed. 

 

Figure 12A-12: Spare Wheel Carrier 

Signage 

8. Remove the signage from the rear of the trailer and clean both sides by gentle hosing and wiping with 
a clean damp cloth.  

9. Avoid using high pressure water and heavily soiled cloth as the sign surface may be damaged. 

 

 

Figure 12A-13: Signage 
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Cleaning Task Hours 

10. The Cleaning Task hours as shown in Table 12A-1 should be used as a guide for each trailer. 

Table 12A-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 

1 Frame, Dolly and Drawbar  

2 Toolbox and CES  

3 Axles and Suspension  

4 Wheels and Tyres  

5 Signage  

 Total  
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ANNEX B TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2058 TRAILER, CARGO MEDIUMWEIGHT (MWC) 

 

1. This Annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 
requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this Annex. 

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

 

Figure 12B-1: MWC Trailer 

Load Supporting Surface and Headboard 

3. Clean the load supporting surface and headboard as follows: 

a. clean the headboard from top to bottom; 

Figure 12B-2: Headboard 

b. Remove the access point and clean the voids between the dolly and underside of the Load 
Supporting surface.  

Note: Do not re-secure the access cover until after the trailer has been inspected 

c. clean the load supporting surface, the slots and grooves, the area around fittings and joint areas 
ensuring that oil, excess grease and foreign material is removed; and 
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Figure 12B-3: Load Supporting Surface Figure 12B-4: Access panel 

Figure 12B-5: Example - Cargo Tiedown Points, Cargo Gate Pockets and Twistlock Points. 

d. withdraw the ladder and clean in and around the area. 

Figure 12B-6: Ladder – Deployed Figure 12B-7: MWC Ladder - Stowed 

Frame, Dolly and Drawbar 

4. Clean the frame, dolly and drawbar as follows: 

a. Unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

b. Clean with high pressure water and detergent, remove oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter. 

c. Clean the underside of the frame. 
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Figure 12B-8: Trailer Frame 

d. Clean the dolly and drawbar, including the underside. 

e. Clean under the mudguards and Stone Guard. 

Figure 12B-9: Dolly Mudguard      Figure 12B-10: Rear Mudguard 

Figure 12B-11: Stone Guard (dolly) Figure 12B-12: Rear Stone Guard 

f. Clean the top of the dolly. 

Figure 12B-13: Trailer Dolly and Drawbar 
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g. Clean around the ballrace, avoiding the seal and interface between the top and bottom halves. 

Figure 12B-14: Ballrace 

h. Clean the external surface of the Air Reservoirs. 

Figure 12B-15: Dolly Air Reservoir   Figure 12B-16: Rear Air Reservoir 

i. Clean the inner of the rear panel, avoiding damage to the wiring harness and other components. 

j. Clean the external surfaces of the spare wheel carrier limiting the water from contacting the 
grease of the carrier. 

Figure 12B-17: - MWC Spare Wheel Carrier 

Toolbox and CES 

5. Clean the toolbox as follows: 

a. Remove the toolbox drain plugs using the multipurpose spanner. 

b. Clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox. 

c. Clean the rubber seal around the toolbox door. 

d. Dry out the interior of the toolbox and replace the drain plugs. 

e. Refit the rubber mats. 

f. With a clean cloth wipe clean the toolbox contents. 

g. Wipe the toolbox latch. 
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h. Ensure that the toolbox contents are dry before stowing in the toolbox (replace the drain plugs 
using the multipurpose spanner).  

Figure 12B-18: MWC Toolbox                              Figure.19: Toolbox Drain plugs  

Axles and Suspension 

6. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. Clean excess grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension. 

b. Clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled). 

c. Clean excess grease from the slack adjusters and brake cam shaft. 

d. Ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter. 

e. Clean around the air springs (suspension should be inflated). 

Figure 12B-20: Rear Axle and Suspension  

Wheels and Tyres 

7. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

a. Wash and scrub wheels and tyres. 

b. Clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre. 

8. Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel studs and wheel 
nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 

a. Clean the top of the spare wheel and the inside of the rim. 

b. Clean the area between the dual wheels. 

c. The inner wheel and brake drum should be scrubbed and well flushed. 
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Cargo Kit 

9. Clean the Cargo kit as follows: 

a. use a soft brush and clean off any easily removed foreign matter from the canvas, paying 
particular attention to seam areas; 

b. lay the canvas out or hang to dry before folding and storing; 

c. refer to EMEI Misc Equip L 019-1 - Care and Maintenance of Canvas for waterproofing and 
additional advice on canvas care; 

d. clean and hose the gates, canopy bows and installation aids; and 

e. wipe the ratchet strap and webbing straps. 

NOTE. The curtains and cap tarp are to be cleaned on both sides. 

 

Figure 12B-21: MWC with Cargo Kit installed 

Loading Ramps 

10. Remove the Loading Ramps from the trailer and clean both sides by high pressure hosing and wiping 
with a clean damp cloth. 
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Figure 12B-1: MWC Loading Ramps 

Signage 

11. Remove the signage from the rear of the trailer and clean both sides by gentle hosing and wiping with 
a clean damp cloth.  

Figure 12B-22: MWC Signage 

 

12. Avoid using high pressure water and heavily soiled cloth as the sign surface may be damaged. 
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Cleaning Task Hours 

13. The Cleaning Task hours as shown in Table 12B-1 should be used as a guide for each trailer.  

14. Table 12B-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial 
Comments or Tasks 

Technical 
Time (hours) 

1 Load Supporting Surface and Headboard  

2 Frame, Dolly and Drawbar  

3 Toolbox and CES  

4 Axles and Suspension  

5 Wheels and Tyres  

6 Cargo Kit  

7 Loading Ramps  

8 Signage  

Total  
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ANNEX C TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2092 TRAILER, RECOVERY, HEAVY, PLANT EQUIPMENT 

(HE) 

1. This annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 
requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this annex. 

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

Figure 12C-1: HE Trailer - Front View 

 

Figure 12C-2: HE Trailer - Rear View 

Load Supporting Surface and Ramps 

3. Clean the load supporting surface and ramps as follows: 

a. Lower the ramps, use them to access the load supporting surface. 

b. Work from front to rear and clean the load supporting surface, the slots and grooves, the area 
around the fairlead, fittings and joint areas ensuring that oil, grease and foreign material is 
removed. 
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c. Clean and flush the cargo tie-down drain points. 

d. Remove the access point and clean the voids between the dolly and underside of the Load 
Supporting surface.  

e. Note: Do not re-secure the access covers until after the trailer has been inspected 

f. Clean the top surface of the ramps and the ramp hinges. 

g. Raise the ramps and from the rear clean the ramps from top to bottom. 

h. Clean the rear panel. 

Figure 12C-3: HE Load Supporting Surface (Front to Rear View) and Access Panel 

Frame, Dolly and Drawbar 

4. Clean the frame, dolly and drawbar as follows: 

a. Clean with high pressure water and detergent (such as TW20 truck wash or similar), remove 
oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter. 

b. Unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

Figure 12C-4:  Example of HE zip-tied hoses and cables 
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c. Clean the underside of the load supporting surface and beaver tail. 

Figure 12C-5: Trailer Frame (Underside View) 

d. Lower and clean the support legs.  

 Figure 12C-6: - HE Support Legs (Single) 
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e. Lower and clean the drawbar ladder. 

Figure 12C-7: - HE Drawbar Ladder 

f. Clean the dolly and drawbar, including the underside. 

 

 

Figure 12C-8: Trailer Dolly and Drawbar 

g. Clean the mudflaps. 

Figure 12C-9: HE Dolly Mudflaps   Figure 12C-10: HE Rear Mudflaps 
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h. Clean around the toolboxes. 

i. Clean the top of the dolly. 

j. Clean around the ballrace, avoiding the seal and interface between the top and bottom halves. 

Figure 12C-11: Ballrace 

k. Clean around the water tank. 

l. Clean the external surface of the air reservoir. 

Figure 12C-12: - Side View of HE Air Reservoir (Single) Figure 12C-13: - Alternate View of HE 
Air Reservoir 

m. Clean the external surface of the hydraulic reservoir. 

Figure 12C-14: HE Hydraulic Reservoir 

n. Clean the inner of the rear panel, avoiding damage to the wiring harness and other components. 

o. Clean the external surfaces of the spare wheel carrier limiting the water from contacting the 
grease of the carrier. 
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Toolbox and CES 

5. Clean the toolbox and CES items as follows: 

a. Remove the toolbox drain plugs using the multipurpose spanner. 

b. Clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox. 

c. Clean the rubber seal around the toolbox door. 

d. Dry out the interior of the toolbox and replace the drain plugs. 

e. Refit the rubber mats. 

f. With a clean cloth wipe clean the toolbox contents. 

g. Wipe the toolbox latch. 

h. Ensure that the toolbox contents are dry before stowing in the toolbox (replace the drain plugs 
using the multipurpose spanner).  

Figure 12C-15: HE Toolboxes                                           Figure 12C-16: Toolbox Drain Plugs 

Non-Potable Water Tank  

6. Clean the non-potable water tank as follows: 

a. Clean the exterior with high pressure water. 

b. Open the tap and visually check the water as the contents drain, signs of contamination will 
require the tank to be flushed. 

c. Fully drain the tank by unscrewing and removing the tap (rotate counter clockwise), retain the 
tap and seal for reuse. 

d. Remove the filler cap. 

e. Using low pressure running water wash the internal walls and roof of the tank, allow to drain 
and then flush the tank out a second time. 

f. Hold the filler cap and open tap and flush with running water. 

g. Install the tap with seal (rotate tap assembly clockwise) and refit the filler cap after the tank has 
completely drained. 
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h. Leave the tank empty, refill the tank prior to tasking (first parade). 

 

Figure 12C-17: HE Non-Potable Water Tank 

Axles and Suspension 

7. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. Clean excess grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension. 

b. Clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled). 

c. Clean excess grease from the slack adjusters and brake cam shaft. 

d. Ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter. 

e. Clean around the air springs (suspension should be inflated). 

 

Figure 12C-18: Axle and Suspension 

Wheels and Tyres 

8. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

a. Wash and scrub wheels and tyres. 

b. Clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre. 

Note: Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel studs 
and wheel nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 
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c. Clean the top of the spare wheel and the inside of the rim. 

Figure 12C-19: Spare Wheel Carrier 

d. Clean the area between the dual wheels. 

e. The inner wheel and brake drum should be scrubbed and well flushed. 

Signage 

9. Remove the signage from the rear of the trailer and clean both sides by gentle hosing and wiping with 
a clean damp cloth.  

10. Avoid using high pressure water and heavily soiled cloth as the sign surface may be damaged. 

Figure 12C-20: HE Signage 
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Cleaning Task Hours 

11. The Cleaning Task hours as shown at table 12C-1 should be used as a guide for each trailer.  

Table 12C-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical Time 

(hours) 

1 Load Supporting Surface and Ramps  

2 Frame, Dolly and Drawbar  

3 Toolbox and CES  

4 Non-Potable Water Tank  

5 Axles and Suspension  

6 Wheels and Tyres  

7 Signage  

Total:  
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ANNEX D TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2062 SEMI-TRAILER, HEAVY, CARGO (HC) 

1. This annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 
requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this annex. 

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

 

Figure 12D-1: Semitrailer Heavy Cargo Right Front View 

 

Figure 12D-2: Semitrailer Heavy Cargo Left Rear View 

Preparation 

3. To prepare the trailer for cleaning: 

a. unload the trailer; 

b. remove the cargo kit; 

c. remove the rear signage; 

d. remove the fire extinguisher; 

e. check the security of the covers on the power sockets and diagnostic port; 
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f. remove the toolbox contents and floor coverings from the toolboxes; 

g. remove the toolbox drain plugs using the multipurpose spanner; 

h. lower the spare wheels; 

i. if the trailer is disconnected from the tractor, ensure all services are correctly stowed and 
capped; and 

j. have hand, eye, protective clothing and footwear available for use. 

Load Supporting Surface 

4. Clean the load supporting surface as follows: 

a. Access the load supporting surface. 

Figure 12D-3: Load Supporting Surface 

b. Work from front to rear and clean the load supporting surface, the slots and grooves, the area 
around the fairlead, fittings and joint areas ensuring that foreign material is removed. 

c. Remove the two access points and clean the voids between the skid plate and underside of the 
Load Supporting surface.  

Note: Do not re-secure the access covers until after the trailer has been inspected. 

 

Figure 12D-4: Access Plates 

d. Clean and flush each twistlock housing. 

Figure 12D-5: Twistlock Housing 
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e. Clean and flush drain holes at each the cargo restraint. 

Figure 12D-6: Example Cargo Restraint Point 

f. Clean and flush the gate pockets. 

 

Figure 12D-7: Typical Cargo Gate Pockets 

Trailer Frame 

5. Clean the frame as follows: 

a. Clean with high pressure water and detergent, remove oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter. 

b. Clean the front of the trailer and accessible areas of the spare wheel carriers. 

c. Clean the kingpin and skid plate. 

 

Figure 12D-8: Kingpin and Skid Plate (Front to Rear View) 

d. Cut zip-ties and clean each hose / electrical cable separately (do not re-tie until after inspection). 
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e. Clean the underside of the load supporting surface and frame. 

Figure 12D-9: Trailer Frame    Figure 12D-10: Trailer Frame (zip-ties) 

f.  Clean the mudflaps. 

Figure 12D-11: Front Mudflap    Figure 12D-12: Rear Mudflap 

g. Clean around the toolboxes. 

h. Clean around the non-potable water tank. 

i. Clean the external surface of the. 

 

Figure 12D-13: Example of HE Air Reservoir 

j. Clean the rear panel. 

k. Clean the inner of the rear panel, avoid damaging the wiring harness. 

l. Lower and clean the support legs. 

m. Lower and clean the ladder. 
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Figure 12D-14: HC Ladder - Extended 

Toolbox and CES 

6. Clean the three toolboxes and CES items as follows: 

a. Remove the toolbox drain plugs using the multipurpose spanner. 

b. Clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox. 

c. Clean the rubber seal around the toolbox door. 

d. Dry out the interior of the toolbox and replace the drain plugs. 

e. Refit the rubber mats. 

f. With a clean cloth wipe clean the toolbox contents (CES). 

g. Wipe the toolbox latch. 

h. Ensure that the toolbox contents are dry before stowing in the toolbox (replace the drain plugs 
using the multipurpose spanner). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12D-15: Toolbox             Figure 12D-16: Toolbox Drain Plugs 
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Figure 12D-17: Toolbox with CES 

Non-Potable Water Tank  

7. Clean the non-potable water tank as follows: 

a. Clean the exterior with high pressure water. 

b. Open the tap and visually check the water as the contents drain, signs of contamination will 
require the tank to be flushed. 

c. Fully drain the tank by unscrewing and removing the tap (rotate counter clockwise), retain the 
tap and seal for reuse. 

d. Remove the filler cap. 

e. Using low pressure running water wash the internal walls and roof of the tank, allow to drain 
and then flush the tank out a second time. 

f. Hold the filler cap and open tap and flush with running water. 

g. Install the tap with seal (rotate tap assembly clockwise) and refit the filler cap after the tank has 
completely drained. 

h. Leave the tank empty, refill the tank prior to tasking (first parade). 

Figure 12D-18: Non-Potable Water Tank 

Axles and Suspension 

8. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. Clean excess grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension. 

b. Clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled). 

c. Clean excess grease from the slack adjusters and brake cam shaft. 

d. Ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter. 
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e. Clean around the air springs (suspension should be inflated). 

 

Figure 12D-19: Axle and Suspension - Single 

Wheels and Tyres 

9. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

a. Wash and scrub wheels and tyres. 

b. Clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre. 

Note. Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel studs 
and wheel nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 

c. Clean the top of the spare wheel and the inside of the rim. 

d. Clean the area between the dual wheels. 

e. The inner wheel and brake drum should be scrubbed and well flushed. 

10. Clean the spare wheels and tyres as detailed above. The spare wheel carrier should be cleaned with 
the spare wheel removed. 

 

Figure 12D-20: Spare Wheel (L/H Side) 

Signage 

11. Remove the signage from the rear of the trailer and clean both sides by gentle hosing and wiping with 
a clean damp cloth.  
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Note. Avoid using high pressure water and heavily soiled cloth as the sign surface may be damaged. 

 

Figure 12D-21: Signage 

Cargo Kit 

12. Clean the cargo kit as follows: 

Note. The curtains and cap tarp are to be cleaned on both sides. 

a. Use a soft brush and low pressure water to clean the canvas, paying particular attention to seam 
areas. 

Note: Do not use high pressure water to clean canvas. 

b. Lay the canvas out or hang to dry before folding and storing. 

c. Refer to EMEI Misc Equip L 019-1 - Care and Maintenance of Canvas for waterproofing and 
additional advice on canvas care. 

d. Clean and hose the load rack, gates, canopy bows and installation aids. 
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e. Wipe the ratchet strap and webbing straps. 

 

Figure 12D-22: Major Cargo Kit Components 

Cleaning Task Hours 

12.11 The Cleaning Task hours shown at Table 12D-1 should be used as a guide for each trailer:  

Table 12D-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 

1 Load Supporting Surface   

2 Frame  

3 Toolbox and CES  

4 Non-potable water tank  

5 Axles and Suspension  

6 Wheels and Tyres  

7 Cargo Kit  

8 Signage  

Total  
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ANNEX E TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2061 SEMI-TRAILER, HEAVY EQUIPMENT TANK 

TRANSPORTER (HET) 

1. This annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 
requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this annex.  

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

 

Figure 12E-1: Semitrailer Heavy Equipment Tank Transporter Front View 

 

Figure 12E-2: Semitrailer Heavy Equipment Tank Transporter Rear View 

Preparation 

3. To prepare the trailer for cleaning: 

a. unload the trailer; 

b. remove the rear signage; 

c. remove the fire extinguisher; 

d. check the security of the covers on the power sockets and diagnostic port; 

e. remove the toolbox contents and floor coverings from the toolboxes; 

f. remove the toolbox drain plugs using the multipurpose spanner; 
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g. lower and remove the spare wheels; 

h. if the trailer is disconnected from the tractor, ensure all services are correctly stowed and capped; 
and 

i. have hand, eye, protective clothing and footwear available for use. 

Gooseneck  

4. Clean the gooseneck as follows: 

a. close the toolboxes; 

b. lower the suspension; 

c. work from load supporting surface, forward of the winches, to wash and clean the gooseneck; 

Note: Use the observer platform to assist with access; 

d. ensure that oil, grease and foreign material is removed, clean and flush drain holes; and 

e. flush debris from the internal corners and crevices. 

         Figure 12E-3: Gooseneck (drawing)          Figure 12E-4: Gooseneck  

      Figure 12E-5: Gooseneck as viewed from below          Figure 12E-6: HET Skidplate and King Pin 

Winches 

5. Clean the winches as follows: 

a. work from front to rear and clean the winch supporting surface, the slots and grooves, the area 
around fittings and joint areas ensuring that oil, grease and foreign material is removed; 

b. the rope should be wound off the winch drum and the rope(s), drum(s) and guides/rollers 
cleaned.  

c. Winch cables cleaned and re-oiled after they have been inspected. 
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Figure 12E-7: Winches (as viewed from Load Supporting Surface) 

 

Figure 12E-8: Rear View of Winch Station 

Load Supporting Surface and Ramps 

6. Clean the load supporting surface and ramps as follows: 

a. close the toolboxes; 
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b. lower the suspension; 

c. access the load supporting surface; 

Figure 12E-9: Load Supporting Surface (from rear) 

d. clean around the winches; 

e. work from front to rear and clean the load supporting surface, the slots and grooves, the area 
around fittings and joint areas ensuring that oil, grease and foreign material is removed; 

f. clean and flush the drain holes at each cargo restraint; 

Figure 12E-10: Cargo Tie-down 1  Figure 12E-11: Cargo Tie-down 2  Figure 12E-12: Twistlock Point 
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g. clean the top surface of the ramps and the ramp hinges; 

Figure 12E-13: Ramps – Raised      Figure 12E-14: Ramp Hinge & Slide Rail Assy 

h. raise the ramps and from the rear clean the ramps from top to bottom; and 

i. clean the rear panel.  

Trailer Frame 

7. Clean the frame as follows: 

a. Raise the suspension, close the suspension isolation valves. 

b. Unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

c. Clean with high pressure water and detergent (such as TW20 truck wash or similar) to remove 
oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter. 

d. From the ground, clean the front of the trailer and the spare wheel carrier. 

e. Clean the underside of the gooseneck, kingpin and skid plate. 

f. Clean the underside of the load supporting surface and frame; including cutting zip-ties and clean 
each hose / electrical cable separately (do not re-tie until after inspection). 
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Figure 12E-15: Trailer Frame (underside drawing view) 

Figure 12E-16: Trailer Frame (Underside 1)  Figure 12E-17: Trailer Frame (Underside 
2) 

Note: A significant number of zip-ties must be removed to enable correct cleaning of cables. 

Figure 12E-18: Trailer Frame (Underside 3) 

(Note build-up of BRM)  

g. Clean around the toolboxes. 
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h. Clean around the non-potable water tank. 

i. Clean the external surface of the reservoirs. 

Note: There are six large capacity reservoirs fitted at the front on the underside of the frame, these 
are divided into two groups of three, the three on the left support the first four axles and the right 
hand side support the four rear axles. There are an additional three smaller capacity external 
surface of the spaced along the central member of the trailer frame. 

j. Clean the inner of the rear panel, avoid damaging the wiring harness and hydraulic components. 

k. Clean the front support legs, check that the drain hole in the leg base is free from obstruction 
and flush the inner leg until clear water is flowing. 

Figure 12E-19: Front Support Legs (drawing)           Figure 12E-20: Front Support Leg (single) 

l. lower and clean the rear support legs.  

Figure 12E-21: Rear Support Legs (drawing)  Figure 12E-22: Rear Support Leg (retracted) 
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m. clean the rear hydraulic controls and associated hoses under load supporting surface. 

Figure 12E-23: Rear Hydraulic Controls 

n. lower and clean the left and right hand side ladders. 

Figure 12E-24: Left Hand Ladder Deployed        Figure 12E-25: Left Hand Ladder Stowed 

Toolboxes 

8. Clean each toolbox as follows: 

a. Clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox. 

b. Clean the rubber seal around the toolbox door. 

c. Dry out the interior of the toolbox and replace the drain plugs. 

d. Refit the rubber mats. 

e. With a clean cloth wipe clean the toolbox contents. 

f. Wipe the toolbox latch. 
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g. Ensure that the toolbox contents are dry before stowing in the toolbox (replace the drain plugs 
using the multipurpose spanner). 

      Figure 12E-26: - R/H Toolboxes (Qty 3) Figure 12E-27: - L/H Toolbox (Qty 1)  

Non-Potable Water Tank  

9. Clean the non-potable water tank as follows: 

a. Clean the exterior with high pressure water. 

b. Open the tap and visually check the water as the contents drain, signs of contamination will 
require the tank to be flushed. 

c. Fully drain the tank by unscrewing and removing the tap (rotate counter clockwise), retain the 
tap and seal for reuse. 

d. Remove the filler cap. 

e. Using low pressure running water wash the internal walls and roof of the tank, allow to drain and 
then flush the tank out a second time. 

f. Hold the filler cap and open tap and flush with running water. 

g. Install the tap with seal (rotate tap assembly clockwise) and refit the filler cap after the tank has 
completely drained. 

3

1 

2

4 
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h. Leave the tank empty, refill the tank prior to tasking (first parade). 

Figure 12E-28: Non-Potable Water Tank 

Running Gear 

10. Clean the running gear as follows: 

a. clean excess oil, grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension cylinder; clean the 
backing plates at the axle ends; 

b. clean excess oil and grease from the spring brake chamber, slack adjusters and brake cam 
shafts; 

c. ensure that the running gear axle bearing cap is clean and free of foreign matter; and 

d. clean the underside of the load supporting surface around the axle around the top of the axle. 

 

Figure 12E-29: Running Gear – Individual 

Figure 12E-301: Running Gear (Inside View)      Figure 12E-31: Running Gear (Outside View) 
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Wheels and Tyres 

11. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

a. Wash and scrub wheels and tyres. 

b. Clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre. 

Note. Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel studs and wheel 
nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 

c. Clean the top of the spare wheels and the inside of the rim. 

d. Clean the area between the dual wheels. 

e. Clean the Spare Wheel Ramps. 

f. The inner wheel and brake drum should be scrubbed and well flushed. 

g. Clean the spare wheel carrier. 

Figure 12E-32: - Spare Wheel Carrier – R/H Side  

Hydraulic Control Cabinet 

12. Wash only the exterior of the cabinet with high pressure water. 

Caution: There is a risk of damage to components inside the Control Cabinet. Avoid using high 
pressure water and heavily soiled cloth when cleaning the inside of the control cabinet.  

13. Open the cabinet and remove the: 

a. remote control console and cable, 

b. remote steering controller, and 

c. CES items from the cabinet. 

14. Clean by dusting with a clean dry cloth, heavily soiled areas should be spot cleaned with a clean damp 
cloth.  

15. To clean cables wipe from end to end with a damp cloth. Allow to air dry before returning the items to 
the cabinet. 
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16. Use a clean dry cloth to wipe the flat surfaces, decals, plates, markings and lamps, heavily soiled areas 
should be spot cleaned with a clean damp cloth. 

Figure 12E-33: Control Cabinet    Figure 12E-34: - Control Cabinet 1 
(internal) 

Signage 

17. Remove the signage from the rear of the trailer and clean both sides by gentle hosing and wiping with 
a clean damp cloth.  

Note. Avoid using high pressure water and heavily soiled cloth as the sign surface may be damaged. 

Figure 12E-35: - HET Signage  
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Cleaning Task Hours 

18. The Cleaning Task hours as shown at Table 12E-1 should be used as a guide for each trailer. 

Table 12E-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 

1 Gooseneck  

2 Winches  

3 Load Supporting Surface and Ramps  

4 Trailer Frame  

5 Toolboxes  

6 Non-Potable Water Tank  

7 Running Gear  

8 Wheels and Tyres  

9 Hydraulic Control Cabinet  

10 Signage  

Total:  
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ANNEX F TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2059 SEMI-TRAILER, MEDIUM, EQUIPMENT (MET) AND 

NIIN 66-162-2065 DOLLY, MEDIUM LOW LOADER MET (MDLL) 

 

1. This annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 
requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this annex.  

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

 

Figure 12F-1: - Semi-Trailer, Medium, Equipment (MET)  
and Dolly, Medium Low Loader MET (MDLL) 

Preparation 

3. To prepare the trailer and dolly for cleaning: 

a. remove the rear signage; 

b. unload the trailer; 

c. lower the ramps; 

d. remove the fire extinguisher; 

e. check the security of the covers on the power sockets and diagnostic port; 

f. latch the winch control cabinet; 

g. remove the toolbox contents and floor coverings from the toolboxes; 

h. remove the toolbox drain plugs; 

i. extend the widening load supporting surface; 

j. if the trailer and dolly are disconnected from the tractor, ensure all services are correctly stowed 
and capped and/or fitted to the dummy connections; and 

k. have hand, eye, protective clothing and footwear available for use. 

Gooseneck 

4. Clean the gooseneck as follows: 
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a. access the load supporting surface; 

b. deploy both of the gooseneck platform handrails and access the spare wheel covers; 

c. remove each cover and clean it separately with a soft brush and running water, allow them to 
dry before refitting; 

d. work from each platform to wash and clean the spare wheels and tyres, the winch and the inside 
of the gooseneck and the top surface forward of the winch; 

e. ensure that oil, grease and foreign material is removed, clean and flush drain holes; 

f. move down the platform and onto the load supporting surface, clean the rear faces of the 
gooseneck and the roller fairlead; and 

g. flush debris from the trailer load supporting surface. 

Figure 12F-2: - Gooseneck and Access Platforms 

Load Supporting Surface and Ramps 

5. Clean the load supporting surface and ramps as follows: 

a. access the load supporting surface; 

b. work from front to rear and clean the load supporting surface, the slots 

c. and grooves, the area around fittings and joint areas ensuring that oil, 

d. grease and foreign material is removed; 

e. clean and flush the drain holes at each cargo restraint; 

f. clean the top surface of the ramps and the ramp hinges; 

g. raise the ramps and from the rear clean the ramps from top to bottom; and 

h. clean the rear panel. 
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Figure 12F-3: MET Load Supporting Surface  
(rear to front view) 

Figure 12F-4: MET Ramps - Raised  

Winch 

6. Clean the winch as follows: 

a. Work from front to rear and clean the winch supporting surface, the slots and grooves, the area 
around fittings and joint areas ensuring that oil, grease and foreign material is removed. 

b. The rope should be wound off the winch drum and the rope, drum and guides/rollers cleaned.  

c. Winch cables cleaned and re-oiled after they have been inspected. 

 

Figure 12F-5: - MET Winch 
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Winch Control Cabinet 

7. Wash only the exterior of the cabinet with high pressure water. 

Caution: There is a risk of damage to components inside the Control Cabinet. Avoid using high 
pressure water and heavily soiled cloth when cleaning the inside of the control cabinet.  

8. Open the cabinet and remove the remote control console and cable. 

9. Clean by dusting with a clean dry cloth, heavily soiled areas should be spot cleaned with a clean damp 
cloth. Allow to air dry before returning the items to the cabinet. 

 

Figure 12F-6: - Winch Control Cabinet  

Winch Remote Control Console 

10. Remove the remote control console and cable from the cabinet, clean by dusting with a clean dry 
cloth, heavily soiled areas should be spot cleaned with a clean damp cloth. To clean the cable wipe 
from end to end with a damp cloth. Allow to air dry before stowing in the cabinet. 

Note: Avoid using high pressure water and heavily soiled cloth as damage may result. 

 

 

Figure 12F-7: - Winch Remote Control Console 

Trailer Frame 

11. Clean the frame as follows: 
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a. unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

b. clean with high pressure water and detergent remove oil, grease, soil, 

c. plant and insect matter; 

d. from the ground, clean the front of the trailer and accessible areas of the 

e. spare wheel carriers; 

f. clean the underside of the gooseneck, kingpins and oscillating skid plate; 

Figure 12F-8: - MET Frame 
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Figure 12F-9: - MET King Pins and Oscillating Skid Plate 

g. clean the underside of the load supporting surface and frame; 

h. widen the trailer and clean the exposed surfaces and each hydraulic cylinder; 

i. clean the mudflaps; 

j. clean around the toolboxes; 

k. clean around the water tank; 

l. clean the external surface of the; 

m. clean the inner of the rear panel, avoid damaging the wiring harness and hydraulic components;  
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n. lower and clean the support legs;  

Figure 12F-10: - MET Support Legs Down 

o. lower and clean the ladder; and 

Figure 12F-11: - MET Ladder Extended 

p. close the widening load supporting surface. 
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Toolboxes 

12. The MET has four toolboxes. Clean each toolbox as follows: 

a. remove the drain plugs using the multipurpose spanner; 

Figure 12F-12: - Toolbox Drain Plugs 

b. clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox; 

c. clean the rubber seal around the toolbox door; 

d. dry out the interior of the toolbox and replace the drain plugs; 

e. refit the floor coverings; 

f. with a clean cloth wipe clean the toolbox contents (CES); 

g. wipe the toolbox latch; and 

h. ensure that the toolbox contents are dry before stowing in the toolbox (replace the drain plugs 
using the multipurpose spanner). 

 

Figure 12F-13: - MET Toolboxes (Right Side)

Non-Potable Water Tank 

13. Clean the non-potable water tank as follows: 

a. clean the exterior with high pressure water; 

b. open the tap and visually check the water as the contents drain, signs of 

c. contamination will require the tank to be flushed; 

d. fully drain the tank by unscrewing and removing the tap (rotate counter 

e. clockwise), retain the tap and seal for reuse; 

f. remove the filler cap;  

g. using low pressure running water wash the internal walls and roof of the tank, allow to drain and 
then flush the tank out a second time; 
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h. hold the filler cap and open tap and flush with running water; 

i. install the tap with seal (rotate tap assembly clockwise) and refit the filler cap after the tank has 
completely drained; and 

j. leave the tank empty, refill the tank prior to tasking (first parade). 

 

Figure 12F-14: - MET Non-Potable Water Tank 

Axles and Suspension 

14. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. clean excess oil, grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension; 

b. clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled); 

c. clean excess oil and grease from the spring brake chambers, slack 

d. adjusters and brake cam shaft; 

e. ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter; and 

f. clean around the springs. 

 

Figure 12F-15: - Trailer Axle – Individual 
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Figure 12F-16: - Trailer Suspension 

Wheels and Tyres 

15. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

a. wash and scrub wheels and tyres; 

b. clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre; 

Note: Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel 
studs and wheel nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 

c. clean the area between the dual wheels;  

d. the inner wheels and brake drums should be scrubbed and well flushed; and 

e. clean the spare wheel carriers. 

Figure 12F-17: - Wheels (Right hand side) 
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Figure 12F-18: - Left Hand Spare Wheel Carrier  

Signage 

16. Remove the signage from the rear of the both the trailer and dolly, clean both sides of the signage by 
gentle hosing and wiping with a clean damp cloth. 

Note: Avoid using high pressure water and heavily soiled cloth as the sign surface may 
be damaged. 

 

 

Figure 12F-19: - Trailer Over and Size Signage 

MDLL CLEANING 

17. The MDLL should be cleaned as for the MET; particular attention should be taken for the items listed 
in subsequent paragraphs. 

MDLL Frame 

18. Clean the frame and fifth wheel as follows: 
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a. Unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

b. Clean with high pressure water and detergent (such as TW20 truck wash or similar), remove 
oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter. 

c. Clean the Air Lines, NATO Plug and Electrical Connector (including unravelling and cleaning 
the TEBS cable). 

d. Clean the underside of the frame. 

e. Fully extend and clean the support leg. 

f. Clean the mudflaps. 

g. Clean the top of the dolly  

h. Clean the fifth wheel limiting the water from contacting the top grease coating. 

i. Clean the external surface of the. 

j. Clean the inner of the rear panel, avoiding damage to the wiring harness and other components. 

MDLL Axles and Suspension 

19. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. clean excess oil, grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension; 

b. clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled); 

c. clean excess oil and grease from the spring brake chambers, slack adjusters and brake cam 
shaft; 

d. ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter; and 

e. clean around the air springs (suspension should be inflated). 

MDLL Wheels and Tyres 

20. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

a. wash and scrub wheels and tyres; 

b. clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre; 

Note: Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel studs 
and wheel nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 

c. clean the area between the dual wheels; and 

d. the inner wheels and brake drums should be scrubbed and well flushed. 

Cleaning Task Hours 

21. The Cleaning Task hours as shown at Table 12F-1 should be used as a guide for each trailer. 
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Table 12F-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 

1 Gooseneck  

2 Winch / Winch Control Cabinet  

3 Load Supporting Surface and Ramps  

4 Trailer Frame  

5 Toolboxes  

6 Non-Potable Water Tank  

7 Axle and Suspension  

8 Wheels and Tyres  

9 Signage  

10 MDLL  

Total:  
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ANNEX G TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2074 DOLLY, HEAVY, ROAD TRAIN CONVERTER (HDC) 

 
1. This annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 

requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this annex.  

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

 

Figure 12G-1: Dolly, Heavy, Road Train Converter Front View 

 

Figure 12G-2: Dolly, Heavy, Road Train Converter Rear View 

Preparation 

3. To prepare the dolly for cleaning: 

a. remove the rear signage; 

b. check the security of the cover on the diagnostic port; 

c. if the dolly is uncoupled, ensure all services are correctly stowed and capped and/or fitted to 
the dummy connections; and 

d. have hand, eye, protective clothing and footwear available for use. 
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Frame and Drawbar 

4. Clean the frame, fifth wheel and drawbar as follows: 

a. Unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

b. Clean with high pressure water and detergent (such as TW truck wash or similar), remove oil, 
grease, soil, plant and insect matter. 

c. Clean the Air Lines, NATO Plug and Electrical Connector (including unravelling and cleaning 
the TEBS cable). 

Figure 12G-3: Air Lines, NATO Plug  
and Electrical Connector 

Figure 12G-4: - TEBS Cable 

d. Clean the underside of the drawbar and frame. 

Figure 12G-5: Drawbar 

e. Fully extend and clean the support leg. 
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f. Clean the mudflaps. 

Figure 12G-6: HDC Mudflaps (R/H Side) 

g. Clean the top of the dolly  

h. Clean the fifth wheel limiting the water from contacting the top grease coating. 

Figure 12G-7: Fifth Wheel 

i. Clean the external surface of the Air Reservoir with detergent (such as TW truck wash or 
similar). 

Figure 12G-8: Front Air Reservoir  Figure 12G-9: Rear Air Reservoir (Top View) 

j. Clean the inner of the rear panel, avoiding damage to the wiring harness and other components. 

Figure 12G-10: Dolly Frame 
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Figure 12G-12: Dolly Frame (top view)    Figure 12G-12: Void Below Fifth Wheel 

Axles and Suspension 

5. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. clean excess oil, grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension; 

b. clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled); 

c. clean excess oil and grease from the spring brake chambers, slack adjusters and brake cam 
shaft; 

d. ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter; and 

e. clean around the air springs (suspension should be inflated). 

 

 

Figure 12G-13: Dolly Axle and Suspension - Single 

Wheels and Tyres 

6. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

a. wash and scrub wheels and tyres; 

b. clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre; 

c. Note: Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel 
studs and wheel nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 

d. clean the area between the dual wheels; and 

e. the inner wheels and brake drums should be scrubbed and well flushed. 
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Signage 

7. Remove the signage from the rear of the dolly, clean both sides of the signage by gentle hosing and 
wiping with a clean damp cloth 

Note: Avoid using high pressure water and heavily soiled cloth as the sign surface may be 
damaged. 

Figure 12G-14: HDC Signage 

Cleaning Task Hours 

8. The following Cleaning Task hours should be used as a guide for each dolly. 

Table 12G-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical Time 

(hours) 

1 Frame and Drawbar  

2 Axle and Suspension  

3 Wheels and Tyres  

4 Signage  

Total:  
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ANNEX H TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2063 SEMI-TRAILER TANK, HEAVY BULK FUEL (HBF) 

 
1. This annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 

requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this annex.  

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

Figure 12H-1: Semitrailer, Tank, Heavy, Bulk Fuel – Right View 

Figure 12H-2: Semitrailer, Tank, Heavy, Bulk Fuel – Left View 
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Preparation 

Note: Prior to the commencement of cleaning remove any load from the trailer and have it de-
gassed.  

3. To prepare the trailer for cleaning: 

a. remove the fire extinguishers; 

b. remove the rear signage; 

c. check the security of the cover on the diagnostic port; 

d. remove the toolbox contents and rubber floor mats from the toolbox; 

e. remove the toolbox drain plugs; 

f. lower the spare wheels; 

g. remove the fuel delivery hoses, the vapour hose and hydraulic hoses from the stowage tubes; 

h. lift the weather covers on the walkway; and 

i. have hand, eye, protective clothing and footwear available for use. 

Tank 

4. Clean the tank as follows: 

a. clean the external surfaces of the tank with high pressure water and detergent (such as TW 
truck wash or similar) to all remove oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter; 

b. clean the underside of the tank; 

c. clean the walkway and around each of the manhole covers; 

Figure 12H-3: HBF Walkway 

(Front to Rear view) 

Note: The trailer is fitted with a TRAM 
safety system to provide safe access to, 
and allow people to move along the 
walkway of the bulk fuel tank. The 
TRAM system is capable of attaching 
two belts, allowing two people to work 
together on the walkway. Access to 
walkway without utilising TRAM 
Harness is not permitted. 
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Figure 12H-4: Single Manhole Cover (Open) 

d. clean around the slops tank; 

 

Figure 12H-5: Slops Tank  

e. clean in and around the skid plate and mountings; 

Figure 12H-6: Skid plate (Front view)   Figure 12H-7: Void above Skid plate 
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f. clean around the tank APIs, brake gate and manifold valves; 

Figure 12H-8: API and Manifold Valves 

Figure 12H-9: Brake Gate (Lowered)  

g. clean around the fuel distribution system;  

Figure 12H-10: Fuel Distribution System (Part) 

h. clean the hydraulic system components;  
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i. clean the hose stowage tubes on each side of the tank. 

Figure 12H-11: Right Hand Side Stowage Tubes  Figure 12H-12: Stowage Tube opened 

Control Cabinet 

5. Clean the interior of the control cabinet by hand, using a damp cloth, as follows: 

Caution: Do not utilise high pressure water to clean the Control Cabinet.  

a. clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox; and 

b. clean the rubber seal around the control cabinet door. 

 

Figure 12H-13: Control Cabinet 
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Sub-Frame 

6. Clean the sub-frame as follows: 

Note: The HBF Sub-frame is complex and access is restricted which results in a very laborious 
cleaning process. 

Figure 12H-14: Examples of sub-frame restrictions 

a. unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

b. clean the sub-frame with high pressure water and detergent (such as TW truck wash or similar) 
to all remove oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter; 

c. clean under the mudguards; 

 

Figure 12H-15: HBF Mudflaps 

d. clean the external surface of the mudflaps; 

e. lower and clean the landing legs; 

f. clean the ladder; 
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Figure 12H-16: HBF Ladder Stowed       Figure 12H-17: HBF Ladder Fitted  

g. clean the rear of the trailer; 

h. clean the Ring feeder; 

i. clean the front surface of the rear panel, avoiding damage to the wiring harness and other 
components; and 

j. clean the external surfaces of the spare wheel carriers, limiting the water from contacting the 
grease of the carrier. 

Toolbox 

7. Clean the toolbox as follows: 

a. clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox; 

b. clean the rubber seal around the toolbox door; 

c. dry out the interior of the toolbox and replace the drain plugs; 

d. refit the rubber mats; 

e. with a clean cloth wipe clean the toolbox contents; 

f. wipe the toolbox latch; and 

g. ensure that the toolbox contents are dry before stowing in the toolbox (replace the drain plugs 
using the multipurpose spanner). 
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Figure 12H-18: Toolbox    Figure 12H-19: Toolbox drain plug 

Non-Potable Water Tank  

8. Clean the non-potable water tank as follows: 

a. Clean the exterior with high pressure water. 

b. Open the tap and visually check the water as the contents drain, signs of contamination will 
require the tank to be flushed. 

c. Fully drain the tank by unscrewing and removing the tap (rotate counter clockwise), retain the 
tap and seal for reuse. 

d. Remove the filler cap. 

e. Using low pressure running water wash the internal walls and roof of the tank, allow to drain 
and then flush the tank out a second time. 

f. Hold the filler cap and open tap and flush with running water. 

g. Install the tap with seal (rotate tap assembly clockwise) and refit the filler cap after the tank has 
completely drained. 

h. Leave the tank empty, refill the tank prior to tasking (first parade). 

 

Figure 12H-20: Non-Potable Water Tank 

Axles and Suspension 

9. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. clean excess oil, grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension; 

b. clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled); 
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c. clean excess oil and grease from the brake actuators, slack adjusters and brake cam shaft; 

d. ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter; and 

e. clean around the air springs with the suspension inflated. 

Figure 12H-21: Axle and Suspension - Single 

Wheels and Tyres 

10. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

Note: Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel studs 
and wheel nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 

a. Lower and remove spare wheel; 

b. Wash and scrub the spare tyre carrier; 

c. wash and scrub wheels and tyres; 

d. clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre; 

e. clean the top of the spare wheel and the inside of the rim; 

f. clean the area between the dual wheels; and 

g. scrub and flush the inner wheel and brake drum. 

 

Figure 12H-22: Spare Wheel Carrier 

Signage 

11. Avoid using high-pressure water and heavily soiled cloth to avoid damaging the reflective sign 
surfaces. 
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12. Open the signage on the sides of the HBF and carefully wash each ‘page’ by wiping with a clean damp 
cloth. 

13. Remove the signage from the rear of the trailer and clean both sides by gentle hosing and wiping with 
a clean damp cloth. 

        Figure 12H-23: Left Hand Side Signage         Figure 12H-24: Right Hand Side Signage 

 

Figure 12H-25: Rear Signage 

Cleaning Task Hours 

14. The Cleaning Task hours as shown at Table 12H-1 should be used as a guide for each trailer. 

Table 12H-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 

1 Tank  

2 King Pin and Skid plate  

3 Fuel Distribution System  

4 Hydraulic System  

5 Control Cabinet  

6 Sub-Frame  

7 Ring Feeder  
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Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 

8 Spare Wheel Carriers  

9 Toolboxes  

10 Non-Potable Water Tank  

11 Axles and Suspension  

12 Signage  

Total:  
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ANNEX I TO CHAPTER 12 

NIIN 66-162-2064 SEMI-TRAILER TANK, HEAVY BULK WATER (HBW) 

 
1. This annex provides specific cleaning requirements for selected vehicles. Where there is a specific 

requirement or need to highlight particular problem areas detailed cleaning guides are provided as 
tables and figures in this annex.  

2. The cleaning requirements that follow are in addition to those points for the Medium Heavy Trailer 
Capability included in Chapter 12 of this publication. 

 

Figure 12I-1: Semitrailer, Tank, Heavy, Bulk Water –¾ Rear View 

 

Figure 12I-2: Semitrailer, Tank, Heavy, Bulk Water – ¾ Front View 
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Preparation 

Note: Prior to the commencement of cleaning remove any load from the trailer and have the 
tank cleaned by suitably qualified and equipped personnel.  

3. To prepare the trailer for cleaning: 

a. remove the fire extinguishers; 

b. remove the rear signage; 

c. check the security of the cover on the diagnostic port; 

d. remove the toolbox contents and rubber floor mats from the toolbox; 

e. remove the toolbox drain plugs; 

f. lower and remove the spare wheels; 

g. remove the water delivery hoses and hydraulic hoses from the stowage tubes; 

Figure 12I-3: Delivery Hose Storage   Figure 12I-4: Hydraulic Hose Storage 

h. lift the weather covers on the walkway; and 

i. have hand, eye, protective clothing and footwear available for use. 

Tank 

4. Clean the tank as follows: 

a. clean the external surfaces of the tank with high pressure water and detergent (such as TW 
truck wash or similar) to all remove oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter; 

b. clean the underside of the tank; 

c. clean the walkway and around each of the hatches; 
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Note: The trailer is fitted with a TRAM safety system to provide safe access to, and allow people to 
move along the walkway of the bulk water tank. The TRAM system is capable of attaching two belts, 
allowing two people to work together on the walkway. Access to walkway without utilising TRAM 
Harness is not permitted. 

Figure 12I-5: HBW Hatch (Cover in place)  Figure 12I-6: HBW Hatch (Cover removed) 

 

Figure 12I-7: HBW – Drawing showing Walkway and Hatches (qty 4) 

d. clean in and around the skid plate and mountings; 

                  Figure 12I-8: Skid Plate and King Pin  Figure 12I-9: Skid Plate and King Pin 
               (drawing view) 

4 

3 

2 

1 
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e. clean around the Jerry Can Outlets; 

Figure 12I-10: Jerry Can Outlets 

f. clean around the distribution system; and 

Figure 12I-11: Distribution System (drawing) 

g. clean the hydraulic system components. 
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Figure 12I-12: Under Chassis View including hydraulic Lines 

Control Cabinet 

5. Clean the interior of the control cabinet by hand, using a damp cloth, as follows: 

a. clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox; and 

b. clean the rubber seal around the control cabinet door. 

Figure 12I-13: Control Cabinet  

Sub-Frame 

6. Clean the sub-frame as follows: 

a. unclip the zip-ties and clean hoses and electrical cables (re-tie after inspection). 

Figure 12I-14: Example of Zip Tied hoses 

b. clean the sub-frame with high pressure water and detergent (such as TW truck wash or similar) 
to all remove oil, grease, soil, plant and insect matter; 

c. clean under the mudguards and stone-guards;  

Figure 12I-15: Rear Mud Guard  Figure 12I-16: Rear Stone Guards 
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d. lower and clean the landing legs; 

Figure 12I-17: Landing Legs 

e. clean the rear of the trailer; 

Figure 12I-18: HBW – Rear View 

f. clean the Ring Feeder; 

Figure 12I-19: HBW Ring Feeder 

g. clean the front surface of the rear panel, avoiding damage to the wiring harness and other 
components; and 
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h. clean the external surfaces of the spare wheel carriers, limiting the water from contacting the 
grease of the carrier. 

Figure 12I-20: Spare Wheel Carriers 

Toolbox 

7. Clean the toolbox as follows: 

a. clean any oil, grease and foreign material from the interior of the toolbox; 

b. clean the rubber seal around the toolbox door; 

c. dry out the interior of the toolbox and replace the drain plugs; 

d. refit the rubber mats; 

e. with a clean cloth wipe clean the toolbox contents; 

f. wipe the toolbox latch; and 

g. ensure that the toolbox contents are dry before stowing in the toolbox (replace the drain plugs 
using the multipurpose spanner). 

     Figure 12I-21: HBW Toolbox   Figure 12I-22: Toolbox Drain Plugs 

Axles and Suspension 

8. Clean the axle and suspension as follows: 

a. clean excess oil, grease and foreign material from the axles and suspension; 

b. clean the backing plates at the axle ends (remove if excessively soiled); 

c. clean excess oil and grease from the brake actuators, slack adjusters and brake cam shaft; 

d. ensure that the suspension mounts are clean and free of foreign matter; and 
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e. clean around the air springs with the suspension inflated. 

Figure 12I-23: Axle and Suspension - Single 

Wheels and Tyres 

9. Clean the wheels and tyres as follows: 

Note: Take care to avoid damage to the tyre valve and extension. When cleaning the wheel studs 
and wheel nuts do not alter the position of the wheel nut indicators. 

a. Lower and remove spare wheel; 

b. Wash and scrub the spare tyre carrier; 

c. wash and scrub wheels and tyres; 

d. clean the beading between the wheel rim and tyre; 

e. clean the top of the spare wheel and the inside of the rim; 

f. clean the area between the dual wheels; and 

g. scrub and flush the inner wheel and brake drum. 

Signage 

10. Avoid using high-pressure water and heavily soiled cloth to avoid damaging the reflective sign 
surfaces. 

11. Remove the signage from the rear of the trailer and clean both sides by gentle hosing and wiping with 
a clean damp cloth.  

Figure 12I-24: Rear Signage    Figure 12I-25: Side Signage (same both sides) 
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Cleaning Task Hours 

12. The Cleaning Task hours as shown at Table 12I-1should be used as a guide for each trailer. 

Table 12I-1: Cleaning Task Hours 

Serial Comments or Tasks 
Technical 

Time (hours) 

1 Tank  

2 King Pin and Skid plate  

3 Water Distribution System  

4 Hydraulic System  

5 Control Cabinet  

6 Sub-Frame  

7 Ring Feeder  

8 Spare Wheel Carriers  

9 Toolboxes  

10 Axles and Suspension  

11 Signage  

Total:  
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